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Check out the 2008 Election Section to
get all the information on the local and
national candidates asking for your vote
on Tuesday. From political views to designated voting sites, everything you
need to know starts on page 8A.

Hang out at thenews.org all day
Tuesday for complete coverage
of the 2008 election, including
video, updates, photos and
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Churning the rumor mill
Candidates clear up rumors in days before election

Call of Fame
Three masked fig·
ures made an early
Halloween appear·
ance on campus.

OPINION, SA

Face Off
Students argue for
their candidate of
choice before election day hits.

FEATURES. 78

Associat ed Press
Barack Obama is not a member of a socialist party.
John McCain is not a foreigner. Sarah Palin is not Trig's
grandmother. And Joe Biden is not dropping out of the
race. Oh, and they're not all having sordid affairs.
But it's Rumor Season again in this country,
and with just dars until the election, both
campaigns arc knocking down allegations.
''With just days left to go in the campaign, it's usc it or lose it timt~." UC Santa
Cruz psychology professor Anthony
Pratkanis, who rescarchc~ propaganda
and social influence, said. "If you're a cnn·
didate, now's the time to get it out. to sear
it in voters minds just before they go to
the voting bouth."
The trouble with rumors, as representatives in both campaigns said, is even refuting them means they are repeated.
"It's obviously an unfortunate development that we've
seen in this dection season, more than in elections past,
but ultimately we trust the voters and their good sense,"
McCain spokesman Brian Rogers said.
Obama's spokesman Tommy Vietor said their strategy
is to "confront these rumors head-on" with a Web sitestopthcsmears.com - and to make sure precinct captains arc given factual information to counter the falsifications.

lll.
"These smears are a great American tradition, going
back to our earliest contested elections," said Pratkanis.
Eight years ago, McCain lost a strong lead in the South
Carolina GOP primary, and possibly even the presidency, after what a campaign alde later described as "a textbook example of a smear." Using e·mails and push polls,
Republican opponents spread the false rumor his adopted Bangladeshi-bom daughter was actually his biological
and illegitimate black child.

stand on major issues. lOA
Meet the men and women runnino for local, state and
· •n~• 1 ""'~ 1 office, lOA
Prediction of which party will win each state, lOA

The Plate
Find out where to
get freshly baked
doughnu1s. cakes
and breads.

Financial state of University deemed safe for now
Megan Locke

'*On the operational side, fundinQ
will be impacted to some deQree. In
the short term, for endowments, J
think we're OK."
-Tom Denton

Capital Guardian in California," he said.
"They have an outstanding track record . l
feel good about our investments."
An add itional safety net put in place by
the Foundation a few years ago guards
against tough economic times. A spending cap is set each year, so the Foundation can maintain funds in reserve. The
Foundation also has about 10 percent set
aside in reserve accounts, which would
fund Foundation-based scholarships for
about two years.
"We have enough money to keep paying scholarships," Miller said. "We're still
in safe investments. There's a lot of risk
out there and times are tough. We are
going to be in good shape at the Founda·
tion when the market goes back up."
Tom Denton, vice president for
Finance and Administrative Services,
said the economy could potentially
affect the University in the future.
As a public University, Murray State
relies on state appropriations for some
funding. W hen the state economy suffers,
the University may suffer as well.
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From rising food prices, w consumer
uncertainty and the much-publicized
bailout plan, some W<lnder whether Murray State funds are caught in a delicate
balance.
Friday, Alpha Kappa Psi and the College of Business and Public Aff:1irs hosted
an Economic Crisis Forum to discuss the
state of the economy and its impact on
the nation.
"This is a once-in-a-lifetime situation,"
David Br:1sfield, economics and finance
department chair, said. "We are going to
be making some major changes In our
financial world."
Tim Miller, executive director of the
Murray State Foundation, served as one
of the panel members at the forum.
Thc Foundation receives gifts from
donors who specify the usc of the money,
for whkh nhout 90 percent is designated
for scholarship purposes. Miller said. The
Foundation invests these donated funds.
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Students dislike site's negative intent
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When Alaska's Gov. Sarah Palin was tapped as
McCain's running mate, a deluge of rumors began.
Three days after her selection, reporters from a dozen
national media organizations lined up at a Palmer, Alaska, courthouse counter and paged through a divorce settlement of a friend of Palin's to sec if she was named as
the cause of their strife. She was not. But they've sought
her baby's birth records, combed through her meeting
minutes and someone even hacked her private e-mail. Still the rumors haven't
stopped.
Andy Martin, a self-described ''anti·
Obama nemesis," is the source of some of
the most vicious rumors about Obama
including current claims that the candidate lied about who his real father is.
"Look. the way I see it, one person's
rumor is another person's fact," Martin
said.
He said spreading rumors is "disgust·
ing and I never do it" but conceded his earlier claim the
candidate was a secret Muslim, something be repeated
on nationally broadcast television and radio talk shows,
"is diluted now." Obama is Christian.
Rumors arc floated either when a candidate is first
introduced, so voters see everything that follows
through the screen of those initial rumors. Or they're
floated just before the election, so the smears are fresh in
voter:;' minds when they go to the polls.

"Our experience is that voters are smart, voters are
resourceful," Vietor said.
Although this year's level of rumors has seemed ferocious and bizarre, the phenomenon of whisper campaigns, misinformation and smears is as much a part of
our nation's roots as elections themselves. Thomas Jefferson was
accused of being antiChristian: his opponen ts warned he
would destroy the
religious fabric and
values of the country
and promote an orgy of rape,
incest and adultery. John
Adams' opponents said he was
pro-monarchy and was planning
on marrying his son to the
daughter of King George

49 I

Clayton Ve rtrees
Staff writer
Following o suicide threat
posted on the Web site Juicy·
Campus.com, the Student Government Association authored a
resolution to inform the campus
on the realities of online
anonymity.
Administrators ulso hope to
discourage irresponsibility by
students online.
Josh Jacohs. deputy to the
president, said after a student
posted a suicide threat on the
site Monday, he contacted a
number of other University
depanmcnts to ensure the sccu·
rity of the post's author.
Because the threat posed a
danger to the safety of Murra)'
State's c;•mpus. Jacobs said the
department of information systems and local law enforcement
authoritics secured warrants to

.. .

vice president for Finance and
Administrative Services
"Our job is to spend money bow (the
donors) want it spent and invest (the
money) to get a good rate of return,"
Miller said.
The Foundation yielded more than $75
million in assets this year, receiving
about $8.5 million in gifts.
"This year was our largest year in
terms of gifts," Miller said. "Giving is not
down. (However,) the value of investments has gone down."
Miller said the University community
should feel comfortable with the way
University finances operate.
"We've hired an investment firm called

track the post's author for safety
reasons.
Though Jacobs said Murray
State encourages student opinion, the University's obligation
to monitor anonymous communication begins when comments
threaten th e physical and virtual
safety of the campus.
"JulcyCampus is not a monitored site, it is not a moderated
site, but a free-for-all about who
can be more sensational than
the last post," Jacobs said. " It is
about trying to one-up the pre·
vious poster and when that is
unchecked, it becomes dangerous."
Since restricted access to
JuicyCampus by the University
violates campu s freedom of
speech, members of the Student
Government executive council
agreed to sign a resolution condemning juicyCampus' negative
effects, SGA President Kara

Mantooth said.
"We decided to sign a resolu·
tion as a way to state our disapproval and to encourage students to simply not access the
site," Mantooth said.
University President Randy
Dunn said SGA provides a positive influence of student conduct toward online anonymity.
"They understand that these
kinds of sites do nothing to fulfill their mission of p romoting
the welfare and environment of
student life at (Murray State),
and I ap preciate the SGA speaking with courage about th is and
asking their student colleagues
not to participate," Dunn said.
Nicholas Bagby, junior from
Clarksville, Tenn., said h is decision to attach his name to his
posts o n JuicyCampus can serve
as a model for students not to
hide behind computer screens.
"By attaching your name to a

"We're just making assum ptions at this
point," Denton said. "On the operational
side, funding will be impacted to some
degree. In the short term, for endowments, I think we're OK."
Denton said the University has a good amount of institutional reserves, which
will help if the economy continues to
sour.
"(A declining economy) would affect
our operations," Denton said. "Many uni·
v<·rsltics arc in much worse shape than
we are."
In terms of what happens to the main
pool of University funds, operational and
tuition funds arc required by law to go to
a bank account set up in Frankfort, Ky.
University officials may invest p rivate
donations (such as funds at the Foundation).
"I think essentially the impact boils
down to the app ropriations a nd the
endowment fu nds," Denton said. "Hop efully the economy will bounce back."
Megan Locke can be reached at
megan.lo,·ke@murraystate.edu.
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Kristen Miller/The News

Murray State Is currently one of the most popular searches on JuicyCampus.com, a Web site that allows students to post gossip anonymously.
statement, people know that
that is how you feel," Bagby
said. "I feel if you believe in
something so much that you are
going to post it online, at least
you should believe in it enough

to let your audience know w ho
it is coming from, whether your
name is Nicholas Bagby or not."
Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at james.vertrees@
murraystate.edu•

News Editor: Robin Phelps

campus briefly
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This week
Contemporary
• Festival; I•rice Doyle Fine Arts
Center Performing Arts Hall, free
•8 a.m. Rifle vs. Jacksonville State;
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range, free
•2 p.m. Volleyball vs. Austin Peay;
Racer Arenl\. free
•7:30 p.m. Blood Feast 2008; Marl·
achl Loco: hosted by Murray State
Red Cross Club; proceeds benefit
disaster victims, $S entry, $3 with
costume

..... IJ!Mif!lll!!
maiateJJaDCe: ClCS. PIN,
Racer·

touch will be out of 110~ ends

at noon
•D &.aL J0Qn181 Cbutcb I8IVke;
Curds Ceacer tarJt BallrooaJ. free

s=or

•6:30 p.m.
Redtal: s.antba Stanliey. ~ Price Doyle
Fine Arts Ceocer Perf'Ol'llliq Arts

Fri.-Sat.
•7:30 p.m. NThe
Search for lntelli·
gent Life in the
Universe;'' Black·
box Theatre. Wil·
son Hall, students
free with Racer·
card. $8 faculty
and staff, $10
general public

ter Barkley Room; open to
•6:30p.m. Quad State
Choral Festival; tovett ftuuwtii
um.free
•7:30 p.m. Ministry O~n To
'Bib~ Study; 1606 Poplar St.~
top®lic

Hall.f~

p.m.~!-!!!~~~

.... .p

CominCJ Up

Sunday

to public
aod Legislatl,ve~
Lecture;~~ Cutct Auditorium;
to Jmblk:
-6:30 JJ& Murray State Hillel m.eleun.~t:l
Carr Health Room 104; open to public

•S p.m. SGA meeting; Curds Center

Room 103:

Barkley Room; open to public
•6:30 p.m. Belly dancing <!lass; Carr
Health dance studio; call 809·3140 to
reserve a spot
•8 p;m. Ministry Open To All Fellowship; 1606 Poplar St.; open ro public

~ p.a ~

•Nov. 8: 5K for the Kids; 8 a.m.;
fundralser, $15 registration

•2 a.m.: Daylight Savings Tune ends;
set docks back one hi.)W'

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at 111 Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail infonnation to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be pub·
lished.

Now Playing
Cinema International
'"The Host" (South Korea):
Saturday
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater. Admission b free.

Police Beat
Oct. 23
12:18 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall requested an escort to
their vehicle to deter a possible
p;owler. Officers spoke with
both subjects, and escorted the.
caller to the vehiclt>. An officer
took a report.
2:44 p.,m Murray State Police at
Public Safety issued a citation
to Albert Jones, sophomore
from Hopkinsville, Ky., for
third degree criminal mischief.
8:SS p.m. A smoke machine on
the fourth floor of Hester College activated the ftre alarm.
The area was ventilated by the
Murray Fire Department. Central Plant, the state fire marshal
and Murray State Environmental Safety and Health were
notified.

Oct. 24

2:07 a.m. AA officer on a security check in Hart College
located students and non-::;tudents with alcohol. The students were reported to Hous-

iog for alcohol violations.
9:48 p.m. A caUer from
Franklin College reported
band instruments taken from a
vehicle. An officer took a
report for theft by unlawful
taking more than $300.
2:07 p.m. A caller from
Springer College reported a
stolen bike. An officer took a
report for theft by unlawful
taking less than $300.
3:58 p.m. Murray State Police
at Waldrop Drive issued d citation tl) Whitney Marples,
freshman from Louisville, Ky..
for not having registration and
failure to maintain insurance.

Oct. 25
2:07 a.m. Murray State Police
at Shroat. Drive issued a citation to Rebecca Hurless, nonstudent from Murray, for
speeding.
12:10 p.m. A caller from Old
Clark College reported a squir·
rei locked in the main floor
bathroom. Central Plant was
notified.
ll:l5 p.m. Murray State Police

at 16th Street and Shroat Drive
issued a citation to Tyler
Boudreaux, freshman from
Murray, for an expired license
plate, no proof of insurance
and speeding.

Oct. 26

12:03 a.m. Murray State Police
at 16th and Main streets issued
a citation to Randon Gardner,
nonstudent from Mayfield, Ky ..
for having one headlight, no
proof of insurance and failure
to notify the Transportation
Department of address change.
2:08 a.m. Murray State police
at 16th Street and Shroat Drive
arrested Tyler Boudreaux,
freshman from Murray, on a
bench warrant for failure to
appear in court in Calloway
County.
3:41 p.m. A caller from the Curris Center reported an open
manhole ncar the footbridge.
Central Plant was notified and
replaced the cover.

Oct. 27

4:03 p.m. Murray State Police
at Public Safety arrested Ryan
Dawson,
freshman
from
Louisville, Ky., for second
degree wanton endangerment
5'l 6 p.m. Murray State Police at
Waterfield Library issued a
citation to Jordan Savage,
senior from Wildwood, Mo.,
for reckless driving and no
motorcycle operating license.
ll:27 p.m. Murray State Police
at the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology parking lot issued a citation to
Michael Blythe. nonstudt~nt
from Princeton, Ky., for speeding.

uo

-.m.

Oct.2S

A callef reported three
people on the Chestmlt Street footL'02

bridge wearlns dark capes and
masks. An oftker sppke with them
and warned them to put their costumes away and get off tiu: brid~.
less than $300.
6:02 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a m1ssmg
video game. An officer took a
report for second degree burglary.
9'.51 p.m. A caller from Franklin
Cl1ilege reported the theft of
mail. An officer took a report
for theft of mail matter.

1

Oct. 28

Oct. 29

12:02 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a student
passed out in the computer lab.
Emergency Medical Services
was notified; the student
refused transport. An officer
took a report.
12:05 p.m. A person at Public
Safety reported a stolen calculator. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful taking

1:14 p.m. A caller from Franklin
c;ollcge reported stolen prescription medication. An officer took a report for the theft
of a controlled substance.
10'.26 p.m. A caller from White
College reported the smell of
marijuana between two rooms
on the eighth tloor. An officer

spoke with the students in
those rooms and did not detect
the smell.
4:49 p.m. A person at Public
Safety reported the theft of
items from Elizabeth College.
An officer took a report for
second degree burglary.
1l:SO p.m. Murray State Police
at Elizabeth College issued a
citation to Michael Pritchard.
graduate student from Murray,
for reckless driving.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 2
Arrests· 2
Mia Walters compiles Police
Beat with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

33 1'- ere en+ ol
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Aftd,)ust to you ((now,
85 ~»ereent oF
~rrav State students

uJe a d5i9na+ed driver.
Saturday, '"o,·ember 1, 2008, 8:00pm
Curris Center Ballroom
General Admission
$ l 5 MSU Students with MSU ID - $20 General Public
Tickets available October .17th in the SGA Office
Sponsortd By:
Student Government Association - CAB - Murray State University

Murnty State University

For more lnlonnation contact

MSU

Judy lyle. RN·BC
Chair, Coalition lor AlcOhol AlSI< EducatiOn
Health ServiCes
136Wells Hall
Phone: 270.809-3809
E·mall: JUdv.Lyle@MurravState.edu
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Administrators consider instituting project for calnpus bicycle use
Clayt on Vertrees
Staff writer
To cut driving time bct\vccn University
buildings nnd enhance campus life. Murray
State administrators sah.J they hope to bring
community bicydt!S to its c:unpus in spring
2009.
Through the pn>icct. University administrators and rcprcsl•ntnt ivcs from the Student
Government Associntion said tht•y expect to
provide hikes fur circulation among students
for their commutes around campus.
Don l{obcrtson, vice president ror Student
Affairs, said a program designed to provide
Murray State students with bikes for trips
across campus would likely start with less than
one dozen bicycles for student use.
To designate the bicycles available for campus usc and prevent theft. Robertson said
those behind the project plan to paint the bikes
bright blue or yellow.
''The risky part of the project would be the
idea of people riding hikes uff campus and
stealing the bikes, which is why we would

paint the hikl~S blue or gold to help them stand
out," Robertson said. "But the program would
be an honor system where you take a bike and
just leave it for the next person to keep circulating it around l!ampus."
If the UniVl'rsity purchased new bikes,
Robertson said the expected cost of the program would. at most, slightly top $500.
In other situations, Robertson said the University could utilize aba ndoned bikl'$ collected
around campus or request bicyde deak•rs to
make public bicycle do nat ions. Robertson said
the possible contributions to campus life far
outweigh :my potential cost.
"We would probably start out with about 10
or 12 bikes tn see if the program could meet
some need or he nnother way of enhancing the
campus," Robertson said. 'Tvc talked to Wal·
Mart, and it seemed you could get a. basic bike
for not much more than $50. You don't want to
waste munc~·. but in the worst case scenario,
we would try it and two weeks later, every bike
would be gone."
After receiving student feedback about a
progr.tm that has seen success at outside cam-

puses. Kara Mantooth, president of the SGA,
said she presented the idea of public bicycles
to Robertson as a potential addition to campus
life at Murray State.
"The way I look at it, this is kind of a win·
win situation," Mantooth -:aid. "It gl~ls students to places faster, provides students with
exercise and cuts down on the amount of dri·
ving around campus, which helps the environment."
Comparl.'d to the present situatiun in which
students rdy on automobiles fur quick travel
around campus, Mantooth said the bicycle
program could imprOVl' j;tudo:nt mobility.
"I know student!' that drive their cars to the
Curris Center, park, go in, eat, drivt.• to Alexan·
der, park, go in, drive hack to the Curris Ccn·
ter and arc just driving a lot during the day,"
Mantooth said. "Those involved in this project
would like to eliminate that. We hopl• to
encourage students to drivl' their cars to campus and leave them parked until they lc:wc that
day."
Clayton Vcrtrt'f'S cnn be rcuchcd at
james. vcrtrcc:;@murr:wstatc.cdu.

Bethany Mufrl'ttiThc Nf!ws

University administrators are planning a project which
will allowstudents access to free bicycles.
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Pho ne: 809-5873

Our view

Juicy lies
JuicyCampus Web site serves as virtual bathroom wall for college students
The staff editorial is the majority opin-

ion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
"One Night Stands," "Secretly Gay,"
"Butt Fun." "Guys Who Do Weird Shit in
Bed" and "Grossest Facial Hair Award"
are just a few of the titles of topics posted on the popular gossip Web site JuicyCampus.com.
JuicyCampus.com, for those unaware,
is a Web site which provides various universities space to post comments completely anonymously. It is mainly g~ared
towards college students and any gossip
or rumors they may be interested in
spreading.
According to the Web site's mission

statement,
JuicyCampus.com
was
launched on Oct. 24, 2007 with the simple
mission of enabling online anonymous
free speech on college campuses.
While this Web site may be entertaining to some, The News contends the site
is mainly used as a tool by bullies, gossip
queens and drunken co-eds to make others feel bad about themselves.
Free speech is one of the greatest freedoms given to Americans. But libel and
slander, especially mixed with malicious
intent, are not protected under our First
Amendment rights.
The Internet is a great resource and
marketplace for information and ideas;
however, anonymity questions the legiti-

macy of information. JuicyCampus.com's
popularity is dying out at other universities, while in Midwestern Murray fashion, the Murray State pages have recently begun spreading at exponential rates.
The Web site ignited several problems,
including suicide attempts, interrupting
classes with distraught students and distracting students from classwork at Murray.
Some universities have blocked the
Web site from on campus computers in
an attempt to squelch its popularity from
spreading.
The News has a different take on the
situation. Instead of the University regulating the site, shouldn't college students

have enough maturity and self-awareness
to regulate themselves?
We did graduate from high school.
Let's leave the gossip and immature
behavior there.
But if you must post, at least have the
decency to stand behind your opinion of
who you think. is the slutiest girl on campus, instead of cowardly hiding behind
non-descript fonts and blank user names.
The News predicts this practice may
cut down on the vulgarity and lying.
Remember, as Murray State students
we serve as ambassadors for our University.
Online or not, we should always think
before we act and reflect before we post.

what do you think•••
should JuicyCampus.com be banned from campus computers?
''Yes. I don't like that anyone can write
something about someone and it can't be
removed."
Rachel Buckman • Waver1y, Ky.
junior

"We don't need more gossip,
that's what facebook is for."

Ryan Mimms • Russelville, Ky.
senior
''Yes, it would decrease the amount
of gossip around campus."

Chelsea Hosey • Soiling Brook, Ill.
junior
Kristen Miller/The News

Your voice

Letters

Is justice really served with the death penalty?

Ashley
Edwards
Ashley Edwards is
the Editor-and-Chief
of the Murray State
News.

Earlier this week I received an e-mail inviting
The News to nominate a reporter to witness the
Nov. 21 execution of Marco Allen Chapman. In
2002, the 36-year-old man murdered a 7-year-old
girl and a 6-year-old boy in their family home in
Warsae, Ky. Not only did Chapman brutly kill the
two children. but he also raped their mother and
attempted to murder her and their 10-year-old sister.
The newspapers selected to witness the execu·
tion were drawn from a pool of all the papers that
responded to the invitation. Although The News
was not selected, and therefore I will not actually
witness the execution, it provoked me to explore
my feelings on the death penalty because of the
interesting circumstances in Chapman's case.
Chapman plead guilty in 2004 to all the charges.
However, despite the fact that Chapman ftred his
lawyers, public defenders have since continued to
argue Chapman should not be sentenced to death
until all appeals have been flled and exhausted.
Here's the kicker: Chapman has actually sued
the same public defenders trying to save his life
because he wants to be executed as quickly as possible. According to a New York Times article, he
is worried legal issues may push back his date with
death.
He may be in luck. According to the same New
York Times article, the uKentucky Attorney Gen·
eral's office asked the state's high court on Tuesday to call off any more competency tests and
allow Chapman to be executed."
He told the Associated Press earlier this week
that he was ready to "get it over with."
Since members of the press were invited to witness this semi-historic occasion, I'm expecting the
execution to be carried out.
Although, attorney's have asked the execution
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to be postponed until a different case concerning
the death penalty in Kentucky, which is still pending before the Supreme Court, is settled.
Law officials in Kentucky haven't carried out an
execution in almost 10 yc:ars, so the idea that I
potentially had the chance to witness the death
penalty first-hand was surreal.
First of all. I don't even know how I feel about
the death penalty, so the thought of seeing it in
person caused my stomach to churn. That uneasy
feeling toward morality, however, is actually a
pretty accurate depiction of our society today. My
interest in seeing Chapman's execution is like that
morbid instinct humans have causing us to do
things such as look when passing by a car accident
on the highway instead of avoiding it.
At first. I thought seeing the execution might be
a once-in-a-lifetime chance that, as a journalist,
could make an incredible piece for The News and
my portfolio. But, those thoughts soon passed and
I was left questioning whether I could actually
handle seeing someone's life being taken right
before my eyes, even if he did do something
unthinkably evil.
I think that's where I found my answer, at least
in regard to my feelings toward the death penalty.
Despite the unspeakable crimes some people carry
out, 1 want no part in something that involves taking another person's life, even if it is "in the name
of justice."
In Chapman's case,l hope he never gets his wish
for a swifty execution granted. I think for him at
least, being forced to sit and think about the monsterous things he bas done for the rest of his life is
far worse than getting moral relief in death.
His victims weren't given a choice, and he
shouldn't get one either. If the execution is carried
out. justice will not have been served.
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Murray State students should think about
patriotism at University-sponsored events
Dear Editor,
I had the pleasure of attending the Murray State Homecoming Parade and admiring the craftsmanship of the floats
built by the students from various organizations. First, I wanted to publicly thank Kelly Dick, Murray State Homecoming
chair, for a job well done. I know she spent numerous hours
making sure this year's Homecoming was a success. There is '
one thing that bothered me regarding the parade. As I stood up
from my seat as the flag passed by, I couldn't help but notice
the parade-goers across the street, to my left and to my right
who did not stand. In fact, I don't remember a time when the
flag was presented and the anthem was sung, that I didn't get
goosebumps and a feeling of patriotism flow through me. I
believe there is no greater time in our country's history to
show our respect to the flag and anthem.
We have several men and women throughout the entire
world serving our country and fighting for our freedom and
liberty. As an instructor at Murray State, I feel I should pass
some information along regarding Title 4, United States Code,
Chapter 1, 9. Conduct during hoisting, lowering or passing of
the flag: "During the ceremony of hoisting or lowering the flag
or when the flag is passing in a parade or in review, those present in uniform should render the military salute. Members of
the Armed Forces and veterans who are present but not in uniform may render the military salute. All other persons present
should face the flag and stand at attention with their right hand
over the heart, or if applicable, remove their headdress with
their right hand and hold it at the left shoulder, the hand being
over the heart. Citizens of other countries should stand at
attention. All such conduct toward the flag in a moving column should be rendered at the moment the flag passes."
1 hope next time you see the U.S. flag, you will stand with a
renewed appreciation for the country that we live in and
remember the freedoms we enjoy as U.S. citizens. I pray we
can pass this information onto our friends and neighbors,
along with those generations to come.
- Jeremy B. Erdmann, lecturer,
wcllncss and therapeutic sciences
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Who should be our next president?
Obama
~
McCain

~ncu·~

...

Obama provides
the change
America needs
This year our nation has to
make a critical decision. We arc
embroiled in two wars, our economy is struggling and our reputation around the world is in jeopardy. There arc striking differences between Barack Obama
and John McCain, but the deci·
sion isn't a hard one to make.
lf you agree with the policies of
George W. Bush and the dircc·
tion he led this nation in. then
you should votl' for McCain.
If you believe this nation has
suffered because of the failed
policies of George W. Bush and
we are in desperate. need for
change. then you should vote for
Barack Obama.
There arc many issues important to Americans in this race, but
a central one, and one that seemingly is the theme of this election.
is the economy.
American families are struggling. The price of energy is
tightening the belts of families
across this nation.
Individuals watch as their
investments continue to fall \\'ith
no end in sight.
Thousands of jobs arc lost and
the failure of some of the largest
banks has everyone nervous.
This is a result of a meltdown of
the investment banks that couldn't keep up after many of the subprime mortgages started to go
bad. Much of the blame can be
placed on the Bush administration for its avocation of the policy of dcreb'Ulation.
This policy wnt continue under
John McCain.
This is why Americans across
the country are turning to Barack
Obama.
Obama has a bold new plan to
rebuild Alllerica's economy.
Obama wants to lower taxes on
the vast majority of Americans.
Giving tax breaks to the American middle class will help individuals across the country make
ends meet, invest in their futures
and Stabilize this economy.
John McCain wants to continue
the Bush administration's tradition of cutting taxes for the very
rich.
This failed policy has done little to stimulate the economy or
benefit the average American like
President
Hush
promised.
Instead, the average wage of families has decreased over the past
eight years.

Justin
Chamberlin
President of the College
Democrats
Energy is vital to our economic
interest as well.
Our dependency on foreign oil
threatens our economical and
national security. Barack Oba·
rna's plan includes heavy invest·
ments into alternative energy.
These clean energies will create 5
million new jobs for Americans
that can't be out-sourced.
In addition, Kentucky's econo. my will benefit from the development of the clean coal industry.
Obama's comprehensive energy
plan goes further than just alter·
native energies.
He supports increasing domestic production, increasing thl' tax
incentives for consumers to pur·
chase hybrid and electrical vehicles and offering automobile
makers incentives for producing
higher fuel efficient vehicles and
new technology.
Obama pledges that within 10
years we will end our dependency on foreign oil.
Obama has been a leader on the
economy and his message of
change is resonating with the
American people.
What is so extraordinary about
this message of change is that it is
not about Obama or his achicwments or his oratory skills; it is
about you and me and the great
people of this nation.
If we work hard and work
together. we can become a
greater nation and there will be
no limits to what we can achieve.

McCain has the
experience to
lead in crises
1 distinctly remember thinking
in the summer of 2007 that Sen.
John McCain was out of his mind.
His campaign had run out of
money, half of his staff had to be
laid off and pundits had written
his political obituary. Forty years
earlier, many had written his actual obituary. when he was taken as
a POW in Hanoi. Vietnam and tortured for almost six years.
Fortunately for our country,
McCain is a fighter and a true
patriot. He didn't surrender to the
Vietnamese then, nor has he given
into the media pressures he faces
now leading up to Election Day.
John McCain has spent his entire
life defending the principles that
make our country great and I
believe he i:; the right man to lead
us the next four years.
I hope now, with only three
days until Election Day you have
either voted absentee, voted early
or know who you are going to vote
for on Tuesday. Here are a few
reasons. in no particular order,
why l will proudly cast my ballot
for John McCain on Nov. 4:
•McCain is a testament of bipartisanship: Sen. McCain bas never
been afraid to reach across party
lines or call out bad practices
within his own party. Perfect
examples of this are when he led
the charge for campaign rmance
reform and attempted immigration reform. He was not afraid to
call the Bush Administration out
when he felt they were wrong on
national security. from the Sept. ll
commission. to the torture of pris-

Voters: get off your
kiesters and get out there

Caroline
Cash
Vice President of the
College Republicans
oners and even a failed plan in
Iraq.
He stood up for the surge even
though it appeared his support
would be political suicide. Thankfully, he put the country's best
interest in front of his own and we
arc winning the war because of
that strategy.
•McCain is a pro-life candidate:
I was never more impressed with
Sen. McCain than in his answers to
Rev. Rick Warren at his Faith
forum. McCain, without falter.
stated that he believes life begins
at conception and will promote a
culture of life. Sen. Obama, as you
may recall, told Warren that
answering that question was
"above his pay grade."
• McCain is committed to
appointing qualified Supreme
Court justices: Sen. McCain
believes justices should not be put
to a litmus test or legislate from
the bc.nch. His record proves this;
he led the bipartisan '"Gang of 14"
that put a stop to the partisan hold
over the justice system.
•McCain's economic plan
works: The only way we are going
to get our economy back on track
is if we support small business and
allow new industry to flourish.
Redistribution of wealth by raising
taxes is not the answer. No one
should be punished for being successful and thriving businesses are
the only way to create new jobs.
McCain, unlike Obama, will
reward those who live out the
American dream ar{d will not
expand the federal government to
levels our country has never seen.
•McCain picked Gov. Sarah
Palin to be his running mate: Love
her or hate her, you must admit
this move took guts. I admire him
for picking a strong female who is
a true reformer and an accomplished governor to be his running
mate. Gov. Palin is an inspiration
to me and brought new life to this
campaign.
Obama is an admirable and
courageous man, but now is not
the time for on-the-job training.
We need proven leadership, someone who is proud to be an American and won't apologize for it.
inspiring speeches and clever
rhetorlc can make a man popular,
but we need someone who isn't
afraid to make the unpopular
choice and do what is right for our
country; John McCain is that man.
During his lifetime, he has put
country above all else and 1 personally find that is true hope and
inspiration.

1

I had just turned 18
and we were discussing the election in
my American Govern·
mcnt class for weeks.
l stepped up to the
counter, told the vol ·
untccr my name and
received my ballot.
I looked at that little
Alaina
paper with awe and
Zanin
wonderment. That little piece of paper let
me have a say in how our counrry is run,
which laws are passed and how the U.S. is
represented globally.
I remember penciling in my choices
and feeling so proud. so patriotic. I did
my civic duty in choosing the best candi date for the job.
My feelings on voting, however, arc
somewhat unique when compared to the
rest of my demographic group.
ln presidential election years between
1972 and 2000, the turnout rate declined
by 16 percent among young citizens. but
rebounded in the 2004 election. by l1 percent according to the Center for Informa·
tion and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement.
I was a part of that ll percent jump in
the 2004 presidential election, but
turnout among voters ages 18-24 is s till
substantivally lower than the national
population - hovl'ring at 45 percent.
Not to mention, voter turnout in the
presidential election is only ;tbout 65 percent of the total population.
I have tried to wrap my head around
this; what reason could you possibly have
for not wanting to vote?
Let's bash out some of the most basic
reasons for voter apathy:
• I don't have enough time.
OK, so you're a college student. you go
to school, you work, you write papers nnd
do math homework; I understand. But, I'm
pretty sure we could all do a little less
Facebooking and's littk• mprc participat·
ing in the democratic pr~css on which
our country is based. This is really the
worst excuse. You can vote absentee, or
here in town. plus we have the whole day
off.
• I don't like any of the candidates.
First. you may not like any of the candidates, but what if one is way worse than
the other. a lesser-of-two-evils situation?
Also, this may be a surprise to some peo· ·
pie. but there are other parties and candidates outside of the Democrat and Hepublican parties. Ever heard of a write-in?
Then you can pick whoever you want.
heck. you could even vote for yourself if
you think you are the best person for the
job.
• I don't know enough to make an
informed decision.
lf you're in college, l'm pretty sure you
know how to read. There is a plethora of
valid, easy-to-understand information in
various news outlets and online. It's really
not too difficult to sift through the HS and
decipher which issues arc most important
to you and the candidates.
• I don't like politicians or politics in gen-

eral
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or who are you going to be for Halloween?
"I'm not really
dressing up for Halloween
because I'm poor."

..1 was thinking about being a mermaid because I never got to dress up
as Ariel when I was a little girl.
However, I'm a little worried about
the limited mobility of a fish tail.
It does make dancing
kind of challenging."

"I plan to be a bear because a
friend of my is dressing up as
Sara Palin. Enough said."

Given many politicians don't have the
best track record of keeping all of the
promises they make during their campaigning, they arc human. They make mistakes, but I do thlnk most of them really
have America's best interests at heart.
, Voting is the building block of the American governmental system. Don't let the
seedy actions of a few taint your perception of what voting really means.
• My vote doesn't matter.
If everyone believed this no one would
ever be elected. Projected election polls
mean nothing on election day, anything ·
can happen. Don't ll't your vote be
silenced based on what is predicted to
happen. If you don't vote. you arc making
_ sure your opinion doesn't matter.
Voting is not only a part of your civic
responsibility as a taxpaying, flag-waving.
politician-criticizing citizen, it has a huge
• impact on your everyday life. The roads
we drive on. the programs we are offered
and the taxes we pay arc all affl'cted by
who we choose.
So on Tuesday. regardless of who you
support. take some time to participate in
one of the greatest experiments cv<'r
attempted: American democracy.
Alaina Zanin can be reoched
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
1
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Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style. length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Campus Living

International Week advocates
programs, encourages students
David Borum
Staff writer
Murray State will bold its annual International
Education Week from Nov. 12-16. The Global
Campus Comntittee, as a joint initiative of the .
U.S. Department of State and U.S. Department of.
Education, arranges the week.
Michael Basile, director of the Institute of
International Studies, said the purpose of lEW is
to promote programs that will prepare students
to rise above obstacles of international engage·
ment.
''The world is a lot more complex and interconnected now (than in the past), and if our students are to have a role in advancing the cause of
peace and understanding around the wodd, we
have to provide them with as much international
experience as we can, so they can make adjust·
ments to international engagement." Basile said.
Basile said the Institute for International Studies works tirelessly, year-round to provide Murray State students with international engage·
ment. as well as foreign exchange students with a
premier English education. Murray State pro.'
vldes its students with the opportunity to study
as an exchange student in more than 25 countries.

Additionally, there is an
entire English as a Second
Language department, with
about 25 faculty members
trained
in
providing
exchange students with an
American education.
"International Education
Week is the most important
week of the semester for us,
but it is still just one element
Director of US of the year-round efforts to
provide students, and the
community with these types
of experiences," Melanie McCallon, associate
director of Education Abroad and chair of the
Global Campus Committee, said.
According to Basile, there will be well over 30
individual programs incorporated into the 2008
lEW, which is "quite a bit more than previous
years."
Faculty, staff and student members who have
taken the initiative to assimilate international
activities into Murray State curricula put on the
programs.
The program is a national event originally
sponsored by the Institute of International Edu-

Univer~ity

cation in New York City, consisting of many
institutes country-wide, Basile said. Murray State
is a member of the national Institute of International Education. Basile said Murray State bas
taken the initiative to integrate international
experience into a rural part of the country for
several reasons.
"One main reason is any international exposure is a plus considering we already have
employers seeking students with the ability to
adapt to the world outside of this country's borders," Basile said. wstudents without that exposure might have to settle for the second- or thirdbest position. when they are more than capable
of handling the top position."
College is an opportunity for a person to devel·
op awareness and skills to interact in the world,
McCallon said. Murray State students have the
opportunity to study abroad and receive firsthand international exposure.
Said McCallon: "For those students who don't
have the opportunity to travel abroad, or take
advantage of other programs we provide, Inter·
national Education Week provides us with the
opportunity to bring the world to them."
David Borum can be reached at david.borum@
murraystate.edu.

-SGA makes plans to institute higher GPA requirement
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
The presidential election is not
the only thing students will vote in
November.
The Student Government Association will hold online voting at
the beginning of November to
determine whether the grade point
average for the SGA executive
council will rise from a cumulative
2.0 to 2.7.
If passed, the new GPA require·
ments will apply to any student
who runs for SGA president, vice
president, secretary or treasurer
for the 2009-2010 school year.
SGA President Kara Mantooth,
senior from Owensboro, Ky., said
students who ~e already capable
of keeping a minimum 2.7 GPA are
more likely to balance school and
their responsibilities tb.an someone
with .a lower GPA.
"Someone would have to have at
least a 2.7 coming into it to be able
to keep up with their studies," Man-

"Obviously the goal in attending Murray State is to graduate and
get a diploma and wejust wanted to make sure ... that if they got
this office, either this office wasn't affecting their schoolwork or
schoolwork wasn't affecting this office."
- Kara Mantooth
SGA President
tooth said. "Obviously the goal in
attending Murray State is to graduate and get a diploma and we just
wanted to.-make sure ... that if they
got this office, either this office
wasn't affecting their schoolwork
or schoolwork wasn't affecting this
office."
Mantooth said it is necessary for
students to vote on the change
because, if passed, it would change
the University constitution.
"Basically, the executive council
of Murray State represents Murray
State and it needs to be someone
who is able to keep up with their

schoolwork and get their job done,"
Mantooth said.
Mantooth said executive council
members will have no probation
period if their GPA falls below a
2.7.' Mantooth said she only anticipates that grades will be checked at
the end of each semester. She said
if members loose their office, new
candidates would interview before
the Senate.
Mantooth said in the past only a
few members of the executive
council bad a GPA that came close
to the 2.0 cut-off, but she said those
students struggled with balancing

school and SGA.
"Overall, it's allowing the executive council to get done what they
need to get done," Mantooth said.
"We're raising the bar for their
standards, which ultimately is helping out the University."
Kirby O'Donoghue, sophomore
from WestView, Ky., is secretary
on the executive board. She said if
passed, the higher GPA require·
ments would not prevent her from
running for executive board in the
future.
O'Donoghue said the potential
new policy is intended to promote
the involvement of students who
are able to manage good grades in
addition to SGA.
' 1
"Everyone can be involved with
SGA, but we just felt someone com·
ing in needed a higher GPA,"
O'Donogbue said. "I support that
on a team level and as an individual, I'm very supportive of it."
Ashley Edwards can be reached
at ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.
edu.

recogiJizes
Inon-traditional
students
Emily Wudmer
Chief Copy Editor

1

Nationwide, campuses are recognizing
non-traditional students this week.
Dan Lavit, director of Distance Learn~
ing, said a growing number of students
over the age of 50 are starting school.
Right now. more than 20 percent of the
student body is comprised of such students.
"People return for a lot of different
reasons," Lavit said. "We have a program
built specifically for returning adults:
Bachelor of Integrated Studies. Non-tra·
ditional students have so much to add to
a classroom because they have their life
and experiences to add to classroom dis·
cussion."
Billie Burton, coordinator of Adult
Outreach. said according to state law,
anyone over the age of 65 can take class·
es for free. She also said many of these
students attend one of Murray State's
extended campuses.
"All these years, I've seen so many
things to help non-traditional students
like the Bachelor of Integrated Studies,
like the extended campuses so they don't
have to drive and we have online class~
es," Burton said.
The University is implementing a l2xl2
initiative with hopes to increase enrollment to 12,000 students by 2012. Burton
said a high number of the target students
are non-traditional.
Some services offered to non-tradi·
tional students include scholarships. an
honor society, the non-traditional stu·
dents organization, a lounge with lockers
and computers in Ordway Hall and
adults-only orientations. Burton said.
Students are considered non-traditional if they have delayed enrollment or
transferred from a junior college, arc
older than 24. a part-time or distant student, did not complete high school. work
full time, are a parent or fmancially inde·
pendent from their parents.
The Office for Student Affairs, Food
Services and the Center for Continuing
Education wUl give complementary bot
chocolate and coffee to non-traditional
students from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Wednesday
in the Collins Center for Industry and
Technology parking lot and from 4:3()-6
p.m. Thursday in the parking lot behind
Faculty Hall.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.
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. confused? Casey understands.
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cuts for men, women and children

And she has t11e rest of the year to help you
understand what Washington thiuks,
while she tries to undel'stand just what
\Vashington is thiuking.
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Obama effiQY found at
University of Kentucky
Associated Press

Across campus

New director arrives
with plans for projects

LEXINGTON- Authorities at the University of
Kentucky arc trying to find 6ut who hung an
effigy of D<:motratk presidential candidate
Bata{.:k Obama on ~:ampu~.
College spokes~ Carl Nathe said it was
found hanging from a tree Wednesdax morning.
Amanda Crider
Police immediately took it down.
Staff writer
Sd10ol President Lee Todd say;; that he plans
to personally apologize to the Obam.a family on
Tom Hoffacker was named the new Human
behalf uf the university and that "personally
Resources Director at Murray State on Oct. 13.
offended and, deeply embarra$sed by 'this dis~
At Murray State. Human Resources is an
gusting cpis\ld-e."
· office that works to find new employees. retain
· Jt's the second time an eftlgy bas been found
current employees and
on a college campus recently. Earlier this week,
addresses employee comGeorge Fox University in Oregon said it was
plaints, according to Murray
State's Web site.
punishing four students who cunfessed to bq·
ing a likeness of Obama from a tree.
Human Resources also
In a campus-wide email to studentS TOdd
encompasses the Office of
said, "Regardless or YOI~l' poUticat opinion$ or
Equal Opportunity.
the· candidates you support. a University such
Hoffacker is the former
as ours must be a place where a spirited, discus...
Human Resources Director
sion can tal<e place, but within the bounds o(
Hc:>ttadcer at Coastal Georgia Commucivility. common sense, and a respect for the
Director of
m·ty c o 11ege and th e former
views and feelinus
of
otherS:'
Todd
said.
"We
Ch'
~
human resources
te f operat'mg Offlcer fior
have states- and we will continue to in~ist ·that
FVIC/Sequel Realty in St.
we as a university and, as a .s tate rise above
Simons Island, Ga. Hoffacker said he decided to
hatred and acts of malice and i~orance. Tbe
apply for the position at Murray State because of
line separating civil discourse from unacceptits reputation.
able beh:\vior hns been crossed. constitutlrlg a
"I've seen the reports about good academic
L..c_lc_•a_r_v_io_la_·t_io_n_._
.. _"------------~____J · success and quality of life in this area," Hoffack-

Who's Who applications due

er said. "I wanted to move to an institution that
was growing and wanted to get bigger..."
Although he has had the job for less than two
weeks, Hoffacker said he is determined to get
started and make accomplishments.
"There's a lot of things I'm working on," Hoffacker said. "One of which is the Banner Project
... which is a computer system that will make the
employee record system a lot easier. Also, I'm
trying to create some kind of compensation
study. My job is to attract, retain and motivate
employees. I want to do whatever I can do to
improve that."
According to a statement released by Tom
Denton, vice president for Finance and Administrative Services, the administration is looking
forward to everything Hoffacker can offer to his
new position.
"We are very pleased that Mr. Hoffacker will
be joining our Human Resources team," Denton
said. "His management style, experiences and
varied background will prove to be significant
assets to the University and to the community."
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.cdu.

Research processes aid students' educational ability
Mia Walters

The IRB at Murray State initiated some p rocedural changes this
semester.
"We have gotten feedback from
researchers about things that were
working well, things that weren't
working welJ," she said. "The
changes were made to better serve
the research community, and that's
really our goal."
The recent procedural changes
included an overall streamline of
the review process, Waddill said,
making it easier for researchers to
know exactly what they have to do.
'We have reformatted forms and
now have three different levels of
review, determined by the level of
potential risk of the proposed
study,'' she said. ''The f~lf:'JDS ~rc:

Assistant News Editor
The term "Guinea pig" is not
taken lightly at Murray State, as the
Institutional Review Board is doing
its part to regulate research on
campus.
The fRB is a federally mandated
board required at any institution
where research is conducted on
living human beings.
''We make sure that the research
that is proposed meets all of the
federal requirements for protecting
those human research subjects
from undue harm," Paula Waddill,
professor of psychology and chair
of the Institutional Review Board,
said.
'(. ,

now online and sort of follow a
checklist. We wanted to make
things quicker and a little easier for
researchers as they go through the
process - we really don't want the
research process to be made any
more difficult than it is."
Research is something graduate
schools and employers look very
favorably at, Waddill said.
"When someone is doing
research it really shows they are
involved in their field, and adding
new knowledge to their field," she
said. "Studcms can really develop
some transferable skills; the ability
to problem solve, how to organize,
to develop and present information
in a systematic way."
Resean:h is conducted by stu-

Packet deadline approaches
Packets for those graduating in the
Spring are due no later than 4:30 p.m.
today to Registrar's Office in Sparks Hall.

'Crazy in Love' continues
The 'Crazy in Love' four-room examination of a couple's abusive relationship
will continue from 8 a.m. to noon today in
Wrather Museum.

URSA holds election party
At 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, the Office of
Undergraduate Research and Scholarly
Activity will bold an election results party
in the Hart College Throughbrewed Cafe.
Faculty and staff members Brian Clardy,
Ann Beck and Bonnie Higginson will facilitate a discussion.
Students are encouraged to participate
in the Campus Votes Challenge, a competition among universities to determine
which institution has the highest voter
turnout.

Group hosts celebration

dents, faculty. staff and administrators, she said, and anyone who collects information from humans and
must seek approval from the IRB.
"We really are here to help the
researchers," she said. "We really
want to help them by knowing all
the ins and outs of the federal
guidelines, we are trying to make
the process easier on them as well."
Said Waddill: "The University
has a threefold mission: Teaching,
research and service and as one of
those three programs Murray State
is very much supportive and
invested in research as it adds to
the body of knowledge and really
pushes the college forward."
Mia Walters can be reached at
mia. walters@mlJcraystate.edu.

I
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Applications for the 2008-2009 Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges are available in the
Student Affairs office in 116 Ordway Hall
or online at murraystate.edu/secsv/
whoswho/whowho.pdf.
T he deadline for application submission
is today.
Only students graduating in December
2008, May or August 2009, with at least a
3.0 GPA and who have demonstrated campus and community leadership involve~
ment are eligible.

The Indian Student Organization will
host a celebration event at 6 p.m., Nov. 14
in the Curris Center Large Ballroom.
The event will feature traditional Indian
traditions and customs.
Tickets are $6 for Murray State students
with Racercard and $8 for the general
public.
Proceeds will benefit the Backpack Program, a local community fundraising project assisting elementary school children.

Nappy Roots visit Murray
At 8 p.m. Saturday, hip-hop group
Nappy Roots will perform in the Curris
Center Large Ballroom. Tickets for Murray students are $15, $20 for the general
admission and can be purchased in the
SGA Office on the fJ.rst floor of the Curris
Center.
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New HOT Bulbs!

The Tropics
Tanning Solo,n
901ColdWater Road
Murray, KY 42071
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1 008 Chestnut St.
M u r ray
Showtlmes on lhe inlcrnel

mov1os1nmurrav.con1

24-Hour lnfonnation Une

RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES
ANY 1WO RENfAl.S
MONDAY - THURSDAY
FOR$4

270-753~3314
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I
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$5
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1 MON'Tll UNUMITED .30!
No Appointment Necessaty!
No MembersHip Fees!
No Autddi:afts!
.J S¢ssion $4.50
90 Minutes $Iz.6o
18o :Minut<.'S •21.60
300 Minutes $31.50
fioo Minutes $54
Opel) 7 days a week!
Mon.-'Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
fin . 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.tn.--6 p.m.
Sun. 1~ p.m.

69¢
CRISPY TACOS
EVERY NIGHT 9 PM UNTIL CLOSE

Troflics Fall Sfleclal
(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 270-753-808.4

Student ~flairs and
Racer Jood SeiVice
would like to recognize
non-traditional studl!nts
next week aurinq
Non-<rraaitional Stuaents Week.

We invite the_c;e students to
pick up a complimentarg
cup of coffee or
hot chocolate
from ~:30 -6 p.m.
Wednesday at the
9 tf parldng lot
or from
~:30 - 6 p.m.
tfhursday at the
parking lot near
'Jacldtfl Hall.

2.'701SJ-847'7

T an t<>r 90 Minutes for onJy $10
*offer only valid with this coupon
*C:\lJirc..'i N ov. 15, 2008
Racer Soccer Tearn
OVC Regular Season Champsi
OVC Soccer Tournament
Nov. 7 and 9
@ Cutchin Field.
FREE for OVC Students!
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Which ptrty do you
identify with?
Guide for uncledcMcl voters

Voter turnout expected to set records
Associated Press
FRANKFORT • Some long lines
may be possible when Kentucky
voters turn out Tuesday to help
decide the next president, members of Congress and the General
Assembly. election officials say.
A record number of Kentuckians have registered to vote in tbe
election, and high turnout could
cause some delays during- peak
voting hours, Secretary of State
Trey Grayson said. A relatively
short ballut combined with extra
voting machines could help speed
things along, Grayson said.
"We're ready," Grayson said at a

press conference last week. "I'm
not going to predict that it will be
a flawless Election Day, but 1 think
it will be a good Election Day."
Just more than 2.9 million Ken·
tucky residents arc registered to
vote in the upcoming election.
In compari~on, there were
about 2.8 million people regis·
tered to vote in the 2004 prcsiden·
tial election, and nearly 65 percent
of them voted, according to the
State Board of Elections.
Grayson has said he expects 65
to 70 percent of registered voters
are likely to vote next week, and
could update that unofficial pre·
diction this week.

Voters in 34 counties will use
new "eScan" voting machines.
which give users a verified paper
record of their selections, for the
first time in a general election this
year.
Melinda Humphries, an election
coordinator in Christian County,
said the public had an overall pos·
itive response to the new
machines when they were used in
the May primary.
Humphries said voters can
make things go more quickly by
deciding how to vote before step·
ping into the booth going to
polling places prior to rush hour.
Election officials have already

announced that voters arc allowed
to wear clothing such as hats or t·
shirts support a candidate, such as
Republican John McCain or
Democrat B~mtck Obama.
But, such dbplays could cause
tensions. Grayson said, and hl~ rcc·
ommendcd that people not wc.·ar
such clothing to the polls.
"There seems to he a lot of emotion on both sides of the major
political parties," Grayson said of
the upcoming election.
Said Fayette County Clerk Don
Blevins: "The heavy turnout will
produce some wait, but it shuuld
not be anythin~ of an oppressive
nature.''

Frequently asked voter questions
• What time do
polls open and
close?
Murray polls will be
open from 6 u.m. to 6 p.m.
on Tuesday. Most other
polling places generally
open bet ween 6 and 9
a.m.. nnd they close
between 6 01nd 9 p.m. But
each state varies slightly
in its polling h 1ucs.

MajOr and~
third "rUeS

• CoDatltudoD- Believelia -.~
erty, familY. P10PfttJ. ~
statet' rights aad ~ 'Soverelpry.

• Democratic -Committed to secur--

ing the natiOn, endiD& war, restorinS
moral slal).<iil)l in the WMld. protecting the civil rights and liberties of all
Americans.

• Green Party - Committed to envjI'Oillnfntaltsm. non'fiolence. social justice, grass root orpniziog 4Dd renewing democracy without tbe support of
corporate dODOJ'S.

• Libertarian • Beliews ba American
heritage 01 Uberty. euterprise, personal
respoDJibiHty. free40tD. independence

and the moral respoasibitity of sel(.
ownership.

•Dol need my
voter's card?

•Who will I be
voting for?

Yes. this card includes
the
voting
precinct
address. Call the City
Clerk Office to find out
your precinct.. . ....
A student ID. Social
Security card, credit card
or driver's license can be
used in lieu of a voter
card.

The ballot will include
candidates to elect a
president and vice·prcsi·
dent, nil members of the
U.S. House of Reprcscn·
tatives, as well as one·
third of the U.S. Senate,
state
senate
and,
depending on your city,
city council members.

•How dol
report instances
of election fraud?

•When will
results be
announced?

If you r right to vote
bas been violated, con·
tact the Precinct Elcc·
tion Officers, the County
Clerk or Board of Elec·
tions, the State Board of
Elections, or Attorney
General's Elcction .F.raud
Hotline.

Election results arc
usually broadcast elt•c·
tion evening. Tunc into
local television stations,
radio and policial Inter·
net sites at about 8 p.m.
CST.
r

• Repu.bUcaa- Believes bl courap
in the fate of fore:lin ftMist optiJIIistk
patrlodsiJl c1riTeD by the pualon for
freedom. faith ill tbe 1irtua of selfreliance and civic ~mi~

lnfonniltion ClOUIWY of:
we.mart.GrJ
~.com

ctemocr.u~

'l:!,org

Information courtesy of
dcclareyou r,;c If.com

FAMILYtit
ff:NTSTAATN;

LLAR

my fomil}~ my fa mily dollar:
• 50 percent OFF
candy starting Nov:. I
• Open o n
Thanksgiving from
9 a.m.- 1! p.m.
• Come in for your
Christmas shopping

AT~

~CCM'Rtcls
STARTAT AT~

500 S. 12th St. Suite C, Murray Call: 270-753-6051
sxc.hu

1vtar8arita
$11.50

rs

gt{( may, P.veryiay

~ntertainment
'Tues., Wed., Tliurs., 'Fri., Sat. 7:30 - 11:30 y.m.
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Ointon lncks Lunsford
Misty Hays
Photography Editor

Misly Hays/7 he Nt-w~

Former Pres. Bill Clinton makes an endorsement speech in Paducah, Ky., Oct Zt.

Democrats lined the streets
Oct. 21 in Paducah, Ky., two
hours before the doors opened
to hear former Pres. Bill Clinton speak in support of Bruce
Lunsford.
Clinton, along with former
governor Martha Lane Collins
stressed the importance of voting on Tuesday at the Robert
Cherry Civic Center in Paducah, Ky.• in order to defeat Sen.
Mitch McConnell in the race
for U.S. Senate.
Lunsford introduced Clinton
and spoke briefly about getting
Kentuckians out to the polls
this year in every race.
He also stressed the straight
democratic ballot voting
method.
The former President

addressed several issues,
including his experience while
in office and how important it
is to have a strong economy
with Democrats in both the
Senate and House of Representatives.
He also thanked Kentuckians
for supporting Sen. Hillary
Clinton in the presidential primary and encouraged them to
vote for Sen. Barack Obama in
the upcoming election.
Clinton dosed the event to
shake hands and sign autographs with supporters.
Democratic State Senate
candidate Carroll Hubbard,
Democratic Congress candidate Heather A. Ryan and the
Calloway County and Murray
State College Democrats were
also in attendance.
Misty Hays can be reached at
misty.hays@murraystatc. cdu.

Students blog about election topics in news station series
Ashlee Cobb
Staff writer

Amber DuVentre
Graduate Student
from Jackson. Tenn.

Sophomore
from Fancy Farm, Ky.

KSVS 12 news station from Cape
Girardeau, Mo.. highlights Murray
State students in a "Campus Campaign" series. which first aired Oct.
7 and continued through the end of
October leading up to the election.
KSVS 12 news anchor, Kathy
Sweeney, interviewed Amber
DuVentre, graduate student from
Jackson. Tenn.. and Caroline Cash,
sophomore from Fancy Farm, Ky .•
for the four-part series.
The series is designed to highlight the participation and involvement of college students in the 2008
presidential election. DuVentre
represented the Democratic Party
and Cash represented the Republican Party. Both students attended
their respective nationaJ conventions.
Some of the questions raised
were about the issues most important to college students and their
influences. Both students said family was an important influence.
"I know for me, family was a
heavy influence," DuVentrc said. "I
think that is true with most young
or first-time voters. Your family is
.really your first influence on what
you believe and what you value, so
I think it makes sense that family
beliefs are so strong."
Though Cash said her family has
an influence on her decisions, it
encourages her to think independently.
"My parents have had a big influence on me," Cash said. "They are

small business owners, registered
Democrat, but they have raised me
to be an independent thinker. Parents and friends have a strong influence on the way you think. You
respect their opinions the most and
that's who you are around the
most."
Cash said KSVS U decided to do
t~is series because they wanted to
see how college-age students
viewed this potentially historical
election. This generation has previously received a bad rap regarding
participation in government.
Both students said they agree,
this is not the case anymore. and
the Campus Campaign series will
showcase the students' interest.
"This series is important because
it will show students that other students are getting involved," DuVentre said. "The series is an opportunity not only to showcase the University, but to show that students
arc active and that they care not
only about the here-and-now, but
about the next four years. It is a big
demonstration to show that our
generation is in touch with the
nation's problems and that we do
care. People may stereotype our
generation as uninvolved, but this
speaks volumes to how much we
care and what we want to see in the
future."
Cash said the campaign is something older generations should pay
attention to as well.
'"Campus Campaign' is important
for older generations to watch,
because our generation is so stereotyped, not caring, not wanting to

vote," Cash said. "But that is far
from the truth. I think people our
age are researching and wanting to
make an informed vote."
DuVentre said she encourages
everyone to make an informed decision about the candidates and then
go vote.
"Each vote counts and casting
your vote shows that you care not
only about yourself but about those
people's problems around you,"
DuVentre said. "I hope during the
excitement, students will do the
research on the candidates and
choose the one that they feel will
not only do the best job now, but
also in the future."
Cash said she also emphasizes
research and utilizing all of the
resources available to voters.
"I think all of the media outlets
we have now are very helpful,"
Cash said. "I can't always watch the
debates live on TV but l can turn on
YouTube and watch them in my
spare time. I encourage everyone to
do the same. The more information
you have on the candidates. the better."
Cash and DuVentre said they
encourage everyone to vote in the
2008 presidential election.
"This is the time. for people in
general, for the common man, for
the United States," DuVentrc said.
"This is the time to step up:·
The series is ready to view on the
KSVS U Web site ksvs12.com, click
on "Campus Campaign" to hear
DuVentre's and Cash's interviews.
Ashlec Cobb can be reached at
asblee.cobb@mumJystatc.cdu.

Election
Lunsford McConnell
continue competing
for US. Senate spot
as election apprmc~
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
One of the many elections this Novt!mber trying to attract student support is
the race for the Kentucky U.S. Senate scat
currently held by Mitch McConnell.
According to mcconncll.scnatc.gov,
McConnell attended the University of
Kentucky College of Law. Prior to his
election to the Senate, McConnell served
as the deputy assistant attorney general
under President Gerald Ford and worked
in Jefferson County, Ky., as the County
Judge Executive.
First elected to the U.S. Senate in 1984,
McConnell has held the position continuously for 24 years. .In 2006, he was elected the Republican leader in Congress, the
first Kentucky Republican to hold the distinction. McConnell also serves on multi·
ple Senate committees, including Appropriations, Agriculture and Rules.
McConnell said he deserves the votes
of college students because of his track
record in Congress.
"I was one of only 12 Senators to stand
up and oppose cuts to student loans in
2007, because I knew it would hurt Ken·
tucky's loan forgiveness programs,"
McConnell said via e-mail. "When it
looked like the credit crisis might prevent
Kentucky students from getting student
loans for this fall, I stepped in and passed
legislation to protect Kentucky students.
I have also supported numerous increases in the federal Pell Grant Program."
Challenging McConnell this year is
Democrat Bruce Lunsford.1Acconling to
his Web site bruce2008.com. he is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and
the Salmon P. Chase College of Law.
Lunsford served in the National Guard
for five years. was named the head of the :
first Kentucky Commerce Cabinet under :
former Gov. John Brown Jr., and helped !
found Vencore, a Fortune 500 Company. :
Lunsford has spent many years :
involved in civic engagement. He is a for- ;
mer member of the Churchill Downs, Inc. :
Board of Directors and has invested in :
several theme parks, including Six Flags :
Kentucky Kingdom located in Louisville,
K~
•
Lunsford could not be reached for :
comment.
•
Amanda Crider can be reached at !
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.

Student runs for position on City Council, makes history
David Borum
Staff writer

Misty Har.JThe News

Greg Anderson, senior fromMurray, speaks at a rally.

Senior public administration major Greg Anderson,
23, is pursuing a position on
the Murray City Council.
Anderson, a native of Dallas, said he decided to run for
the position last year. City
Council members hold a twoyear, non-partisan position
and arc responsible for ciry
budget and local ordinances.
"I love the city of Murray
and its potential," he said.
"We have an educated workforce and an above average
infrastructure.
"'My goal is to remain here
after I graduate. The cost of
living is ideal. we have a great
hospital, good roads, the people arc as friendly as can be
and I've not seen a better
place to raise a family."

Anderson said his two
main goals are to implement
additional sidewalks and bike
paths and deflating unemployment rates.
"I am a huge advocate of
sidewalks and bike paths,"
Anderson said. "We don't
have near enough and we
have grants to fund them. We
have to do something to
increase safety and alleviate
traffic. Believe me, there's
nothing worse than Five
Points right after classes let
out. We should particularly
focus on 16th Street extending to Campus Suites."
Anderson said Fourth and
Uth streets also need similar
attention.
"There are two main reasons I will passionately pursue additional sidewalks and
bike paths," Anderson said.
"We have to have a safer

means of transportation and
c.xercisc for walkers and riders. Since the addition of
Campus Suites, the north end
of 16th street is increasingly
dangerous and congested.
Additionally, more sidewalks
and bike paths will give our
billfolds and our environment relief."
Anderson said he also
wants to address Calloway
County's unemployment rate,
which is currently above 6
percent.
"It is pivotal for the City
Council to take a more innovative role in actively pursuing
incentives for entrepreneurs
and professionals to rap into
the city, even if it's from
proximity areas such as Marshal County," Anderson said.
"We are unfortunately losing
some of our best and brightest graduates to employers in

St. Louis. Nashville, Tenn..
and Louisville, (Ky.) We
must utilize Murray State as
much as possible to continue
to strengthen the foundation
of this city."
Until now, Murray State
has never had a student run
for City Council. '
If elected, he will be the
youngest elected official in
the state. The 23-year·old
said he sees the age difference as a benefit to community members.
"It puts me in a position as
to where 1 must listen and
learn as much as possible,"
Anderson said. "I'm not set in
unmovable ways. refusing to
consider innovation. On the
contrary, innovation is what I
am pursuing."
David Borum can be
reached at david.borum@
murraysratc.edu.
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The Racer soccer team celebrates after winning Its first regular season title Friday in a1-o game over Austin Peay. lt Is the first OVCregular season title in the history of Murray State soccer. The team also beat Tennessee Tech at
• Sunday's Senior Day game to cap off the regular season.

season1-0 yictory

earns Racers
lst OVC title
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer
.Last weekend was a boost for the
Racer soccer team, with two
shutout.;, claiming its first Ohio Valley Conference regular season title
and a victorious Senior Day.
Thl.' Racers defeated Austin Pcay
at Cutchin Field on Oct. 24, in a game
of Murray State domination, winning
l-0.

Although the scoreboard muy not
display domination, the Racers out-

shot the Governors. 23·6.
With a crossing pass from sopho·
more mid·fieldcr Katie Wilson to
freshman mid·lieldcr Sophie Hargreaves who headed the ball in for the
goal 17 minutes and 12 seconds into
the game, the Racers took the lead.
"I hadn't scored for ages," Hargreaves said. "It felt good to finally
put one into the net. Winning for the
seniors made my day."
Murray State's strong defense was
led by senior mid·fielder Melisa
Curry, and the strong offt•nse kept
the ball in possession and under control to fight Austin Pcay off for
another shutout.
"We have five great senior leaders," Head Coach Beth Acreman
said. "It was an important game for
us to win. It allowed us to be No. 1 in
the OVC, one of our goals for the
season."
ln their last regular season game at
Cutchin Field, the seniors led the
way in the 4-0 shutout over Tennessee Tech.

"Senior Day is something special
for us," Acrcman said. "I told the
girls to go out and play an enjoyable
90 minutes of soccer. It was like a
storybook ending for the seniors,
scoring three of the fout goals. as the
regular season comes to an end.''
Freshman defender Veronika
Pribyslavska was the only under·
classmen to add to the Racers score
on the day, going one-on-one with
the Tennessee Tech goalie for the
point with 25:08 gone on the clock.
Senior co·captains Melisa Curry and
Rebekah Clay tallied the assists.
At the end of the first half; sophomore defender Audrey Wilson
passed the ball to Clay, who lodged it
over several defenders into the back
of the net.
" I feel like we've created a legacy
at Murray State," Clay said. "After
we beat SHMO earlier in the season,
1 knew we could go all the way."
St•niors Clay and forward Krista
Muilkens got a foot on a crossing
pass that Curry deflected in for the

goal with 80:07 gone on the clock.
"It's been a lot of work. getting to
where we are," Curry said of the
Racers No.1 rank in the OVC. "We
(seniors) are the first five to get it
done. We've been working with
Coach for three years. It's been
tough, but well worth it."
Muilkens added a point of her own
with a successful penalty kick and
just less than five minutes left in the
game. Regardless of the celebration,
photo shoots and excited fans after
the game, Acreman said the team
realizes there are other things on
which to concentrate.
"Of course being No. 1 in the OVC
is not our ultimate goal," senior midfielder Jane DeWitt said...We want
to win the tournament. That's our
ultimate goal."
The five seniors said they strive to
continue their leadership for their
last regular season matchup and post
season play, as those are the games
that matter at this point.
The team is making a point to for-

get past results and focus on winning
the conference and moving on the
NCAA play.
"It's an honor to be a part of this
senior class,'' senior defender Kellyn
Robison said. "We're not done yet.
We have better things to come."
Murray State's soccer team travels
to Lipscomb University tonight lor
its last game in regular season play.
Kick off is at 7.
"In the Lipscomb game, we're
going to try to finc·tune everything
for the tournament,'' Acreman said.
"I want us to be smarter when the
whistle blows. Our confidence and
energy arc there, but we have to go
into the tournament playing quality
soccer."
Murray State will host the OVC
tournament Nov. 7 and 9 at Cutchin
Field. Due to their first place finish
they have rccicved a bye in the first
round of the tournament.
Elizabeth Johnson can be reached
at clizabetha.johnson
@murraystatc.cdu.

Man behind the muscle
T im MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
'

H~ is a man who yells, teaches and inspires.
His name is Darren Edgington and he is the new strength and
conditioning coach for several Racer athletic teams. Edgington is
responsible for making the athletes bigger. faster and stronger
for tht•ir respective teams.
"It's about movement, not muscle," Edgington said. "So that
conch can mold them into what they need. I'm going to get the
effort out of them one way or the other."
Edgington has a bachelor'$ degree In wellness and fitness and
a master's in health, physical education, recreation and S<tfcty
from Middle Tennessee State University. He also worked for the
university, implementing a strength program there until 2005,
when he left forth~: University of Mississippi.
For three years Edgington worked with the women's basketball and soccer teams. In that time, Edgington was a part of a his·
toric tournament run by the Rebel basketball team to the Elite
Eight.
"He's a tremendous strength and conditioning coach,'' Rebel
Head Coach Carol Ross said in an ESPN article. "He's nor your
typical football strength coach who is in there throwing weights

all over the plal·c~. He trains them to be the best athletes they can
be. They happen to be basketball players, so a lot of what he docs
i~ specific to them."
"A majority of what thl! Rebel team did was centered on their
conditioning," Russ said. "When other teams would tire in the
fourth quarter from the up-tempo style of play, we would still
have our legs under us."
"I expect an athlete to come in work hard, communicate and
be on time," Edgington said. "If they oversleep, we are going to
do stadiums.'' I get :1 lot of the discipline from my years in the
Navy.''
Edgington served six years as a submariner before pursuing
coaching. Edgington also brings a unique approach to the conditioning of athletes. '!be goal Edgington said, is when they're flying around at 90 miles per hour and they land in an awkward
position they don't get hurt because their body has experienced
it before.
'Til treat you as an athlete first." Edgington said. "We always
try to train an unstable movement in a stable environment. We
do flat bench presses, but in no sport do you lie flat on your back
and push up.''
Tim MacAllister can be reached at timothy.mac.·allistcr@
murraystatt•.cdu.

Junior volleyball player cassie Chesney trains with new strenc)th and coriifi:;
tionino coach Darren EdcJinoton. EdcJinoton joined the Racers from the Unl- •
verslty of Mlsslsslppt and Middle Tennessee State University.
~ ••
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t,

~Silent Hill' provides more

J;ody Arant
;:>taff writer

..
=. Alex Shepht•rd is in a sanitarium. He stands in
:front of a window that separates two rooms. In
'the exact center of the supposedly shatter-proof
glass is a gaping hole with blood oozing out. The
1Viscous red fluid is inchin g out from the hole in
~very direction. Nestled in the center of the hole
~sa small stuffed bunny that has seen better days.
:• As Alex approaches, the bunny slides further in
:ihe hole and out of sight. Alex stands in front of
~the ht)le and considers his options. He did tell the
i)cid he was going to get the bunny for him. Alex
Ous no choice.
• "But. I don't wanoa reach in the creepy hole!" I
:Shout at the television.
:; That, in essence, is "Sile nt Hill: Homecoming."
;Jhe latest game in Konaml's classic hor' ror/ survival video game franchise.
· "Silent Hill," named for the town players must
explore in each of the six games in the franchise,
is a dark and disturbing game, full of hellish
·dreamscapes and twisted monsters that attack
~you when you least expect.
l'h•Jto courte~y oi gamegr('p.lom
: The game's plot centers on Alex, a former sol'Silent Hill: Homecomlno' follows Alex Shepherd as he returns
: <lier who returns to his hometown of Shepherd's
Glen to flnd his little brother. He quickly discov- • to his hometown to find his younoer brother.
ers everything is not what it seems and there arc
by composer Akira Yamnoka. I frequently found
myself spinning about, looking for something to
deep connections between his home and Silent
be attacking me just because the music had
Hill
changed. This had the unfortunate consequence
This game comes across as incredibly sadistic.
of causing my flashlight to shlne on the random
Players are forced to stumble around in the dark
with little in the way of weaponry and a tiny
props lying around, throwing giant shadows on
the walls, further scaring me. If r had :1 nickel for
flashlight. Also, the flashlight attracts monsters
like big, creepy moths that could cat you, but arc
every time 1 tried to stnb a shadow, l would be a
rich man.
just as likely to make you their special friend.
The game isn't all urine-inducing scares, howBut, the monsters aren't the worst part of the
game. Far worse are the moments when you
ever. Turns out a game designed specifically to
know that you're about to walk into a trap.
scare you can also irritate the hell out of you. For
What's that you say? T her e was a scary sound
instnnce. you arc eventually given guns to fight
down in the dark, flooded basement? Why, yes, I
the monsters. Seems like a great idea, right?
would LOVE to go check it out armed only with
"Oh, I'm gonna take this shotgun and show
~ Bowie knife. That would be the most intelligent
those monsters!" Not so much. Because, while
course of action at this juncture. Not.
the game will give }'OU guns fairly easily, getting
The tension is perfectly highlighted b}' music
it to give you ammo is a trick. The game insists

on being logical about it, only putting ammo in
places where you would probably actually find it
in real life. This reduces the shotgun to an efficiency lcvclllikc to call "slightly less useful than
a br0ken hunk of pipe I ripped out of a wall three
levels ago."
Another incredibly frustrating part of the game
is figuring out what exactly you're supposed to
be doing at an)' given moment. The game is fond
of having you just wander around Shepherd's
Glen, given minimal clues to go on.
The dues you Jo get arc incredibly cryptic,
things like, ''Your gun is hrukcn. you say? Well,
I'm sure there's somcbod)• in town that can fix it.
He's definitely in the city limits of Shepherd's
Glen, so find him." Yeah ... thanks. game, I
asS\uncd he was in city limits, since the edge of
the city drops off into ohlivion. (No, really, the
road is cracked in hal( and there is just a steep
drop that, presumably, never l'nds.)
All in all, the game is interesting. There arc
multiple difficulty settings and five different endings to the plot, based on your actions throughout the game, so there is a pretty good bit of
replay value. The game is a good buy if it's your
thing, and a solid rental if you just want to check
.it out. But, if you rent it, odds arc good you won't
have enough time to expcrknce it all.
''Silent Hill: Homecoming" is available for
PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and l'Cs. The ESRB has
rated it M for Mature for blood and gore, intense
violence. language and sexual themes.
Cody Arant can be reached at cody.arant@
murraystate.edu.

cc
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter in the arcade
One lifl•: About a:; much fun as an invisible wall
Twu lives: Nice way to waste a weekend
Three lives: Your n ext addiction
Four lives: Game of the Ycar

:Small-town bakery serves up original treats for loyal customers
KellyMaddn
Contributing writer
In Murray's small-town atmosphere, local combination bakery/restaurant Sammons' Bakery is,
exactfytlie type o f
establishment
at which one
might expect
to discover
great home•,
made food.
\:
I decided
lr
•
to check out
;:
the
breakfast
i1>ptions early one morning and
~ntered the bakery to the sight of
~cveral retired locals who frequent
the shop on most weekdays. Origi[ nally I was under the impression
~ammons' does not cater to college
p.tudcnts. But co·owner Patty Ded:;mon informed me the establish:ment is quite popular with cus; tomers of all ages, from high school
~students to the elderly.
( Sammons' docs not fixate its
j~ttention on elaborate decor, but
!-with a collection of loyal cus·
; tomers, there Is no need. Random
•.
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tables dotted with salt and pcppl·r
packets and an ancient RC Cola
machine are the only outstanding
attributes of the restaurant's furnishings.
What Sammons' lacks in design.
it makes up for in I ts smalr:tOwn
charm. The woman behind the
counter happily greeted the arrival
of each customer and it seemed like
several people who stopped by
were regulars. A large pastry case
stands at the counter, displaying the
small variety of doughnuts and
baked goods offt·red each day.
Although the bakery sells only a
few types of items. the goods sold
are baked fresh each morning. Dedmon and her business partner,
Teresa Bast have co-owned Sam·
mons' for the past 13 years. They
arrive in the kitchen between 11
p.m. and 1 a.m. each weekday,
where they prepare the baked
goods to sell for breakfast.
I ordered the most popular items:
A sausage and egg sandwich served
on the homemade bun for which
Sammons' is known, and the
"chocolate barnynrd," a pancake·
sized chocolate-iced doughnut

A group of regulars enjoy coffee and breakfast at Sammons' Bakery every morning.
with the enthusiasm. The bakery is
probably not the place for you if
you're seeking granola and fresh
fruit, but if a simple country brcakf;tst is what you're craving. Sammons' Bakery is sure to hit the spot.
Prices range between three and
five dollars for most items.
Hours: 5 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.. Monday
through Friday. Sammons' Bakery is
located off Mnin Street.
Kelly Mackin can be reached at
kelly.mackin@murraystate.edu.

baked with a "cinnamon roll-esque''
interior. Although you wouldn 't
know it judging by appearances ,
both were ubsolutcly fantastic. The
flakiness of thc "chocolate barn·
ynrd" reminded me of a croissant
and the cinnamon interior really
made the doughnut an unusual pastry.
.
Sammons' is certainly the sort o f
place where everyone seems to
know everyone, but where outsiders arc welcome and greeted

Relationships in the work place •
Relationships witl1
other politicians, alsq
working on Capitol
Hill, creates many
holes and raises mul:
tiplc red flags. Similac
situations arc found
at colleges and other
places or employment. The last thing
anyone needs is a
sexual harassment
claim or a discrimination claim to arise during the aftermath of
a failed office relationship. Thi.; can happen at a small :newspaper or in the Oval
Office.
Becoming "more than friends" with
someone highl•r up on the professional
ladder, or even on the same professional
level, is not a bright idea. To avoid such
hindrances. here is some advi~:
• Watch your back
Yes. in your eyt.>s it may not seem fair
that someone or something has power to
watch your romantic shoulder like they
did in "1984." lt's necessary to prevent the
hybrid of the professional and personal
world. Here's what can happen: Confliot
ofinterest. favoritism or even being neg~
tively singled out can arise.
I do believe such nonfraternization· or
nepotism policies arc too harsh. Com·
pletely hindering all outside l'mployel.l..
employer relationships are over the top. If
you're the intern, however, and find yottr~
self making extra e.r rands for the vice
president of the company. stop and n~k
yourself what potential fiasco you arc gc!tting yourself into.
• Deal with favoritism
As for favoritism. it will be positive as
long as the relationship is going forward .
Hell may break loose, though, when the
relationship becomes less satin-like and
more sticky. This is when a romantic fling
will prick you in the ass. Many people
may believe the success of their relation·
ship with their hoss to be crucial to their
job. Don't be afraid of keeping the relationship platonic. Be bold to violate. St.
Cupid's supposed destiny for your life. :
• Cross boundaries
I do need to mention there arc many
husband-wife teams out there. The Eng·
hsh department at Murray State flounshcs with intellectual partnered teams.
Luckily, these relationships don't rc;J!Iy
seem to get in the way of the profession~
environment
::
Relationships between colleagues, ~
the professional academic world, arc oite
of the few types <lf cross-over relatiol)·
ships that work. Maybe we find many coQ:
pies working in the same profe.-;sional
field to get along on a deeper ll•v<9
because they can relate to one another OlJ
similar intellectual grounds.
,.
All political candidates and their spou~
es should have the same level of commi~
ment to one another in the political worlO
as they do in their living rooms. Unfort\tinately, this is not always the case. ln sueD
compromising positions, politicians aria
(usually) their wives should choose
focus on their childrens' grades and tti~
White House terriers instead of always
national states of emergency.
•. ::
Whitney Harrod can be reached
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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MURRAY

CLASS I Fl EDS

Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
· sale?
Have a pet that
, needs to g_o to a
good homer
: Trying to rent an
apartment?
Looking
for a
, roommate?
: Have
a
job
opening?
Place your classified
ad
with
. The Murray State
1 News and reach all
: of Murray_ State
either in "Friday's
paper or online at
thenews.org
f

Ads may be submitted in
Wi lson Hall room 111 ,
mailed to Classifieds, do

The Murray State News,

2609 U niversity Station,
Murray, KY 42071
'
or e-m ai led to
I thenews®murraystate.edu

•

For more information
call 809-4478.
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Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUUies for FREE.
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M0nday to find the solutions·
to these Sudoku puzzles.

